
Firearms-related content
Content focused on the sale, assembly, abuse, or misuse of real or fake firearms is not suitable for advertising.
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Non or semi-automatic and unmodified guns shown in a safe environment like a shooting range or a clear open area so as not to
endanger bystanders or property owned by others. Firearm and paintball gun assembly and disassembly for the purposes of repair
or maintenance. Responsible use of airsoft or ball bullet (BB) guns.

Some examples of content that also fall into this category:

Discussions on gun legislation or the issue of gun control.
Gun reviews and demonstrations.
Content featuring optical scopes and silencers.
Prop guns when not used to harm a person or property.

Definitions:

A “safe environment” refers to locations like shooting ranges or enclosed areas that are purpose built for target practice.
“Modifications” refer to anything that interferes, enhances or changes the internal functioning of the product, as well as hair
triggers, bump stocks, and explosive/incendiary ammunition, or other attachments such as thermal/infrared sights or large
capacity magazines. 
A “prop gun” is a non-functioning firearm by design. This definition includes guns designed to only fire blanks (blank firing guns). 
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Use of guns outside a controlled environment; use of airsoft or ball bullet (BB) guns against others without protective gear.

Some examples of content that also fall into this category:

Showing guns being used in unprepared or uncontrolled environments (e.g. on a public street outside a home, or anywhere
bystanders or other people’s property are put at risk).
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Content that shows gun creation or modification (including assembly or disassembly), promotes gun makers or sellers, or facilitates
the sale of a gun, minors using guns without adult supervision. Content showing guns modified with bump stocks or hair triggers,
thermal night vision or infrared sights, or using thermal, explosive, or incendiary ammunition. Content featuring large capacity
magazines (30 rounds or more) attached or separate from a gun. Content featuring fully automatic guns or guns modified to fire
more than one round on a single trigger pull.

Some examples of content that also fall into this category:

Guides as to how to add bump stocks to a firearm.
Recommendations of top gun manufacturers or firms from which to purchase firearms (e.g. “15 best gun shops”).
Referring users directly to a site facilitating gun sales.
Promotions of the sale of a firearm or component, including but not limited to:

Sale of a firearm-related part or component that is essential to, or enhances the functionality of a firearm including:
80% finished gun-parts
Ammunition
Ammunition clips
Silencers
Ammunition belts
Stocks
Conversion kits
Gun-grips
Scopes
Sights

Videos which promote content for gun stores.
Videos which promote manufacturers or discount codes for gun stores.
Videos containing firearm-making instructions (e.g. replicable gun assembly/disassembly or steps on gun modifications), guides,
or software, or equipment for 3D printing of guns or gun parts.
Assembly/disassembly of a firearm for the purpose of modification.

To learn more about key terms used throughout these guidelines, see our table of definitions.

https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6162278#definitions_zippy

